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Bringing people and 
resources together.

Flamborough Connects 
empowers residents 
through information and 
referral services and 
enhances community 
quality of life by identifying 
unmet needs and 
facilitating social services.

V I S I O N

M I S S I O N

Do you have thoughts about our shared future?  
Please drop by our office located in the  
Waterdown Public Library building or reach out by  
email admin@flamboroughconnects.ca or  
phone 905-689-7880. We would love to hear from you.

mailto:admin%40flamboroughconnects.ca?subject=
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In the fall of 2021, Flamborough Connects 
initiated a process to engage community 
members in the development of a new 
three-year Strategic Plan:

Flamborough Connects is deeply linked to 
every facet of the community: individuals 
in need, organizations that support those 
in need, volunteers willing to give back, 

businesses, donors, funders, and  
community decision makers.

Flamborough Connects truly brings people 
and resources together and therefore our goal 
for our new Strategic Plan is to create a road 
map for the next three years that reflects a 

shared vision for the future.

Over fall 2021 and early winter 2022, more than fifty 
program participants, volunteers, funders, sponsors, 
donors, staff, board members, community partners, local 
volunteer groups, and other members of the community 
took part in strategy development.

It was a unique and historic experience to pause and 
reflect at a time when COVID-19 and pandemic public 
health measures disrupted some of Flamborough 
Connects’ tried and true methods of realizing our vision 
of “bringing people and resources together.”

Like many social service organizations, over the  
course of the first two years of the pandemic we  
had to pause, restart, and pause again many of our 
in-person programs. We had to find new, often virtual, 
ways of supporting youth, seniors, and our broader 
community to connect with the supports they need 
to be safe and well. As we did this, alongside other 
frontline organizations, we witnessed both the incredible 
resilience of our community as well as a rising tide of 
need. Together, we responded.

Flamborough Connects made 200 safety phone calls to each  
Flamborough Connects senior participant at the start of lockdowns.

In collaboration with the Flamborough Food Bank we ensured the growing 
number of community members facing food insecurity were connected to other 
services such as our Income Tax Program while partnering on grocery delivery.

Fueled by generous donations from our community, we hosted close to  
100 volunteers and community non-profits at both the 2020 and 2021 
Flamborough Volunteer Appreciation events. Not only did we see an increase  
to pre-COVID attendance, the events safely ensured those who gave so much  
to the community during a time of increased need received the celebration  
they deserve.

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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The theme of growing needs and the importance 
of partnering to face them was one of several that 
emerged from our community engagement efforts. 
We also heard that those who know about and use 
Flamborough Connects’ programs feel they benefit 
greatly from the organization; however, we need to raise 
our profile among community members unaware of what 
we do, for whom, and why. Being more intentional about 
why we exist — about our big picture impact — as well 
as connecting our new and long-time supporters to how 
their contributions aid us in achieving our impact was 
another key theme.

We also heard that those who 
know about and use Flamborough 
Connects’ programs feel they benefit 
greatly from the organization; 
however, we need to raise our profile 
among community members unaware 
of what we do, for whom, and why.

Our community also identified that in the face of growing 
need, we need a strategy that strives to both stabilize 
our current funding sources and finds new ones in order 
to ensure we remain a vital and sustainable part of the 
fabric of the community long into the future. Lastly, we 
heard that there are various social service program gaps 
people would like us to fill. While many understand we 
lack the funding and / or mandate to take on all of these 
gaps, the call for us to consider how we might use our 
position to convene and advocate for solutions was 
also present given our long history of building caring 
relationships with those in need.

In January 2022 the Board and staff came together 
to embrace the challenge of making choices around 
multi-year priorities to reflect what we heard from our 
community. With the help of a consultant, we mapped 
out a three-year plan which the Board refined further 
in February 2022. Flamborough Connects 2022-2025 
Strategic Plan outlines strategic initiatives under  
three pillars:

Pillar #1 Drive Collaboration

Pillar #2 Deliver Impact

Pillar #3 Diversify Funding

In the first year of our plan our strategic initiatives 
will emphasize implementation, and in year two: 
amplification and adaptation. By year three we will shift 
our focus to transformation. We have identified a bold 
2025 target for each initiative to reflect this. We believe 
major growth in our revenue and impact are possible 
for Flamborough Connects. Our pillars and strategic 
initiatives for the next three years are intended to make 
our charity more sustainable now so that we are ready 
to realize this growth and do more to meet the needs of 
our community in 2025 and beyond. 

Launched at the 2022 Annual General Meeting, we 
will provide updates on progress towards our plans 
at our 2023, and 2024 AGMs. In 2024 the Board will 
share plans for a 2025 strategy renewal. Thank you to 
everyone who completed a survey, participated in a 
key informant interview, engaged in a design session, 
and took the time to share your insights on our past, 
present, and future. We look forward to implementing 
Flamborough Connects’ new Three-Year Strategy for, 
and with, you. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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Pillar #1
The region Flamborough Connects serves is in a period 
of extensive growth. With the rising cost of living, 
anticipation of the unique needs of a small but growing 
number of newcomers, immigrants, and refugees, and 
the fall-out of pandemic isolation, there has already 
been an increase in demand for social services. This 
increase is echoed across Ontario. According to a 
May 2021 Ontario Nonprofit Network survey, 77% of 
nonprofits within the social services and community 
development and housing sector experienced increased 
demand during the first year of the pandemic. In our 
community engagement, we heard from many who see 
that trend continuing in our regions:

“A lot of people come in, buy a house, and 
basically the house is empty because all they 

can afford is the house. And then one little thing 
goes wrong in those people’s lives, and I mean 

one little thing… They need both people working 
and one loses their job, and they will be [in need 

of social services.]”

In recent years Flamborough Connects has expanded 
our front-line services and increased our staff, board and 
volunteer team to help address this increase in demand. 
We are proud of this growth and, as described in more 
detail in our Diversify Funding pillar, we have initiatives 
planned to stabilize and increase our funding to ensure 
we are able to sustain it. Like many charities delivering 
social services our revenue did not grow at the same 

pace as the demand for services since the start of the 
pandemic and we recognize the precarity of this reality. 
As framed by one community engagement participant:

Five years down the road, I don’t want to  
see these little [charities] disappear because we 
provide that one-to-one, personal experience.  

[ I see a need for] closer collaborations  
and partnerships.

Flamborough Connects has always had a multi-faceted 
service delivery mission. We directly deliver critical social 
services to seniors, other adults in need, and youth.  
We also provide all community members with a place  
to turn when they need help finding social services,  
even if those services go beyond those we provide. 

We directly deliver critical social 
services to seniors, other adults in 
need, and youth. 

This information and referral aspect of our mission 
means that in the face of growing need, adding new 
services is not the only ‘go to’ strategy for our charity. 
We believe that we also have work to do to make our 
information and referral service stronger and more well 
known through a focus on outreach and collaboration. 

D R I V E  C O L L A B O R A T I O N PILLAR #1

https://theonn.ca/our-work/covid-surveys/
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Warm, caring, relationships are one of Flamborough 
Connects most distinctive qualities. Actions like giving 
200 seniors safety calls at the start of the pandemic 
or being a trusted partner of local organizations like 
the Flamborough Food Bank exemplify this. As one 
community engagement participant reflected when 
asked what we do best:

They give you that personal touch. There’s 
too many, ‘push 5 for this, push 3 for this’ and 

maybe you’ll get a person at the end of it.”

We have work to do to ensure more people are aware 
of this offering. At the same time, we need to grow and 
deepen our community collaborations and partnerships 
so that we can provide more of the “warm handoffs” 
we’re known for when we connect people in need 
with our own services as well as those offered by our 
community partners. We need to become a hub for 
community members to turn to when they need help, 
and also the first phone call or email for those looking to 
help others.

Questions we need to explore as we carry out this  
work include: 

? How do we best ‘meet people where they 
are?’ What kinds of targeted events and 
promotions (in grocery stores, libraries,  
places of worship, community areas) are 
needed and who might we partner with 
(doctors’ offices, schools, emergency 
services) to reach more residents within our 
limited communications budget? 

? How might Flamborough Connects partner 
with organizations doing work in emerging 
areas of need, such as immigrant-serving 
organizations, to collaboratively raise 
awareness of each others’ work? 

? Funders are increasingly requiring 
collaboration. How might Flamborough 
Connects expand its role as a local partner to 
other organizations in the Hamilton area?

? Are there opportunities for more back  
office collaboration with other charities and 
not for profits?

As we increase and deepen relationships with our 
community partners and members, it is also time for 
Flamborough Connects to consider how we might 
play a greater role in bringing our community together 
around shared priorities. As one community engagement 
participant reflected:

Ongoing engagement and scanning with the 
community is needed… a thing to do with people 

living in isolation, whether due to COVID or 
disability, is going and talking to those people.

D R I V E  C O L L A B O R A T I O N PILLAR #1
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Social isolation has and will continue to be a major fall 
out of the pandemic. According to the American National 
Institute on Aging: “studies show that loneliness and 
social isolation are associated with higher risks for 
health problems such as heart disease, depression, 
and cognitive decline.” Given our mission, mandate, 
and existing services, of all areas of growing need 

this may be the one we are best positioned to do 
more to address. How might Flamborough Connects 
play a greater convening role to identify, and expand 
existing, local solutions? In time, how might we work 
with others to advocate for funding and other resources 
to implement more initiatives that address the health 
impacts of social isolation?

Over the next three years, in order to Drive Collaboration we will:  

Strategic 
Initiatives

Implementation  
2022-2023

Amplification & Adaptation  
2023-2024

Transformation  
2024-2025

Outreach & 
Collaboration: 
Strengthen 
Information 
and Referral in 
Response to 
Growing Need

 Meet seniors, youth, and 
community members 
where they are through a 
Community Outreach plan

 Identify and carry out 
knowledge exchange 
with local and urban 
community partners 
to raise awareness 
of services we each 
deliver 

 Expand outreach efforts 
that are working and 
refine those that are not 
to increase community 
awareness of FC  

 Enter into mutually 
beneficial collaborations 
and / or partnerships 
with at least two other 
organizations

 Achieve target 
of 20% of clients 
referred to us via a 
community partner, 
from a 10% baseline

Social Isolation: 
Convene 
Community and 
Advocate for 
Change

 Bring community 
members together to 
identify social isolation 
solutions

 Advocate for resources to 
implement solutions 

 Achieve target of 
one or more new or 
enhanced initiatives 
to address social 
isolation in our 
community, possibly 
in  collaboration

D R I V E  C O L L A B O R A T I O N PILLAR #1

https://www.nia.nih.gov/health/loneliness-and-social-isolation-tips-staying-connected#:~:text=Social%20isolation%20is%20the%20lack,while%20being%20with%20other%20people.
https://www.nia.nih.gov/health/loneliness-and-social-isolation-tips-staying-connected#:~:text=Social%20isolation%20is%20the%20lack,while%20being%20with%20other%20people.
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Pillar #2
Flamborough Connects’ mission and vision are broad, 
and so are our programs and services. There is clear 
appreciation for all the good that we do within this 
mandate. As one community engagement participant said:

I can only say I’ve appreciated this organization 
and sincerely wish it can continue to assist  

the community.

At the same time, when we asked engagement 
participants how they might introduce Flamborough 
Connects to someone who had never heard of us we 
heard responses like this:

There’s no great boilerplate or elevator pitch to 
draw on about Flamborough Connects. I wish 

there was a statement I could use.

Many people know us as either a senior- or a youth-
serving organization, when in fact we deliver programs 
to both groups. We also heard that there is low public 
recognition of the accessibility of many of our services 
to all community members, which we understand in part 
reflects a shift from people seeking us out for day-to-
day information about our region. Today, much of this 
information is easier to find online, and those turning to 
us are often people with limited internet access, and / or 
those seeking deeper relationships around a particular 
need for support. With our breadth and the evolution of 
our role as an information hub, it has become more of a 
challenge to communicate who Flamborough Connects 
is and the difference we make in our community.

More exposure is needed so people know what 
they’re doing. Within a selected circle people 

know. Seniors know. Those that need the help… 
But I’m not sure the general public really knows 

what they do. And how much they do.

Our new website better highlights the services we 
provide directly, while still including information 
about those that other organizations provide and to 
which we help get people connected. The programs 
Flamborough Connects directly delivers are open to all 
residents for free or at a low cost and support seniors, 
youth, and other community members to get access 
to the transportation, social connection, income tax 
completion, snow removal, information and referral, and 
education programming they need to thrive.

D E L I V E R  I M P A C T PILLAR #2
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Our next step is to ensure all of our programs drive 
towards impacts that are relevant to those who use our 
services as well as those who support them. This will 
be accomplished through the development of a new 
case for support and stewardship focused on helping 
Flamborough Connects engage more deeply with our 
supporters. While further refinement is in progress, our 
current draft impact statements are as follows:

Flamborough Connects seniors and other adults 
in need to our programs and services… to enable 
active, healthy, independent seniors.

Flamborough Connects youth to our programs and 
each other… to empower youth.

Flamborough Connects community members to 
community resources… to link people with the 
resources they need.

Flamborough Connects volunteers to opportunities 
to give… to advance volunteerism.

As part of our renewed focus on impact, we will also 
identify a set of indicators to measure our progress 
towards achieving our impacts through our programs. 
Given our unique position in the Greater Hamilton 
Area as one of the few organizations that serves a 
significantly rural population, our indicators will pay 
close attention to both how many people we reach 
and how many of them are rural residents. As we track 
these indicators over time we will use this information to 
continually improve our programs and to hold ourselves 
accountable to reaching a growing number of residents. 
At the same time, we will highlight our impacts across 

our internal and external communications through 
storytelling to help build awareness of Flamborough 
Connects and attract new supporters as outlined in more 
detail in our Diversify Funding pillar.

D E L I V E R  I M P A C T PILLAR #2
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Over the next three years, in order to Deliver Impact we will: 

Strategic 
Initiatives

Implementation  
2022-2023

Amplification & Adaptation  
2023-2024

Transformation  
2024-2025

Case for Support: 
Define and Increase 
Impact

 Clearly articulate our 
impact around the 
people we serve and 
programs we provide

 Define and track 
program impact metrics

 Track metrics and refine 
programs to deliver greater 
impact to more community 
members

 Achieve target of a 
10% year-over-year 
increase in community 
members served 
across programs as 
well as other program 
impact targets

Impact 
Storytelling: 
Reignite 
Communications 
and Stewardship 
Activities

 Update website, ensure 
SEO optimization  

 Develop and deliver 
new content calendar 
celebrating our impact

 Grow our social media 
presence and email 
list drawing on our 
relationships and social 
media presence 

 Define and track 
communications and 
stewardship performance 
metrics, adjusting content 
as needed to reach our 
target audiences 

 Achieve target of 
50% increase in our 
reach across our 
priority communication 
platforms, with a focus 
on email sign ups  

D E L I V E R  I M P A C T PILLAR #2
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Pillar #3 
Our charity needs greater financial sustainability. 
In recent years Flamborough Connects’ budget has 
come to be made up more and more of one-time, 
project-based funding. We are grateful and proud of 
the programming this allows us to deliver; however, in 
instances where this funding ceases to be awarded to 
us after supporting a year or two of service delivery, we 
have few tools in our tool box for continuing to meet 
the needs of program recipients. In addition, many 
of our programs are only partially funded. Without 
the generosity of our volunteers who give their time 
and talents, we would not be able to deliver impact 
through services such as our Income Tax Program, 
Snow Angels, and Flamborough Drives. While our 
volunteers’ commitment is deeply appreciated, the 
financial generosity of our community is also needed 
in order to carry out the initiatives outlined in our Drive 
Collaboration and Deliver Impact pillars to improve and 
expand our services to more area residents in need. 

Without the generosity of our 
volunteers who give their time and 
talents, we would not be able to 
deliver impact through services such 
as our Income Tax Program, Snow 
Angels, and Flamborough Drives.  

Our appreciation for our existing supporters knows no 
end. However, like many charities, we know we can do 
a better job of expressing it. In particular, we know we 
can become better at connecting our supporters to the 
impact they help create. This work is outlined under our 
Deliver Impact pillar. As we do this, we know we also 
need to increase the number of supporters we have, and 
diversify our funding streams.

Over the course of the pandemic we have seen 
a number of national trends take shape locally. 
As reported by the Association of Fundraising 
Professionals, while total charitable giving declined 
overall in Canada in 2020, donations to some causes, 
including social services, grew faster than others. 
More people are choosing to donate online than ever, 
and donors are focusing on two areas in evaluating a 
charity’s effectiveness: it’s ability to achieve its mission 
and goals, and the extent of its impact.

We saw these trends come to life in 2020 when our 
efforts to seek additional support from our community 
for the critical social services we provide to seniors, 
other adults in need, and youth resulted in an increase 
in sponsorships and organizational donations (i.e. from 
Foundations, Service Clubs, and Corporate Sponsors). 
Historically, these types of donations have not been a 
large portion of our budget, and so this increase did 
not add significantly to our overall revenue. We believe 
there is room for further growth on the horizon.

D I V E R S I F Y  F U N D I N G PILLAR #3

https://afpglobal.org/news/canadian-donors-giving-more-charity
https://afpglobal.org/news/canadian-donors-giving-more-charity
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While we did not achieve a similar increase in 
donations from individual community members during 
the pandemic, we recognize this is because we did 
not have a focus on individual giving. We know there 
are many people with a passion for wellbeing in our 
community and we believe it is time to prioritize building 
relationships with these community members so that 
in time we might invite and appreciate their generosity 
in helping to advance our vision of bringing people and 
resources together. 

At the same time, we are dedicated to further improving 
our relationships with all levels of government to 
stabilize and increase our government funding. There 
are service gaps in our region that Flamborough 
Connects has tried to fill by piecing together one-time 
funding and volunteer time, such as transportation 
and fitness programming for seniors and other adults 
in need. Our counterpart charities in neighboring 
communities receive provincial funding to meet these 
needs. As demonstrated in our Drive Collaboration 
pillar, the need for social services in our community is 
great and growing. We are dedicated to working with 
our government and other partners to meet it more 
consistently and sustainably. We are ready to embrace 
the advice of one community engagement participant 
who asked:

How often do[es Flamborough Connects] meet 
with federal representatives? There’s so much 

federal funding right now. Are they tapping into 
those grants? Doing so really requires building 
relationships: calling your MP regularly, asking 

to be connected to the bureaucrats  
managing the funding.

We believe a foundational piece of all of our Diversify 
Funding work lies in improving our stewardship 
practices. Relationships are critical and we are 
prepared to work hard as staff and board members to 
better steward our funders. As one of our community 
engagement participants reminded us:

“… it’s really relationship management. Go in 
and talk to them, be visible, send the letters, 

send all the thank yous.”

Difficult decisions about where to do less to create 
more staff and board time to support our Stewardship 
Strategy may be needed. We will also ensure this work 
is in alignment with our Drive Collaboration focus on 
partnerships and the opportunity to apply for funding 
jointly with our community partners.

D I V E R S I F Y  F U N D I N G PILLAR #3
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Over the next three years, in order to Diversify Funding we will: 

Strategic 
Initiatives

Implementation  
2022-2023

Amplification & 
Adaptation  
2023-2024

Transformation  
2024-2025

Stewardship 
Strategy: Retain 
Existing and Attract 
New Supporters

 Test new stewardship 
practices (e.g. Thanking 
Season) to determine 
strategy elements

 Develop Stewardship 
Strategy that aligns with 
Case for Support and 
includes an evaluation

 Amplify strategy 
elements, adapting tactics 
to reflect results

 Achieve target of 
doubling donor 
retention across all 
segments

Sponsorships & 
Organizational 
Donors: Optimize 
Current and Identify 
New Ones

 Develop greater 
understanding of affinity with 
current organizational donors

 Grow list of prospects

 Deepen affinity with 
current organizational 
donors

 Solicit new organizational 
donors from prospect list

 Achieve target of 
quadrupling 2021 
donations by 2025

Individual Giving: 
From Few to Many

 Test new campaigns (e.g. 
Peer-to-Peer) in concert 
with Stewardship Strategy 
development

 Determine multi-year 
campaign calendar including 
donation targets

 Amplify through  
multi-year campaign 
calendar, adapting to 
reflect results and lessons 
learned as needed

 Achieve target of 
raising $20K in 
individual donations 
in 2025 with a 
plan for continued 
growth

Government 
Relations: Stronger 
Relationship With 
Local, Provincial, 
and Federal 
Representatives 
and Senior Public 
Servants

 With board mentorship, 
establish regular calendar 
of outreach and connection 
with representatives and 
public servants with a focus 
on our program impacts and 
funding

 With board mentorship, 
deepen relationships with 
a focus on our program 
impacts and funding

 Achieve target 
of an increase 
in government 
funding, including 
provincial funding 
for service gaps 
Flamborough 
Connects  
currently fills

D I V E R S I F Y  F U N D I N G PILLAR #3



Flamborough Connects’ new Strategic Plan outlines an 
ambitious three-year journey of eight strategic initiatives 
each of which is tied to a bold 2025 target. Through 
these actions we believe we can successfully evolve 
into a more sustainable organization that is ready for 
transformational growth in 2025 and beyond. Our Board 
is excited to work with staff and volunteers to advance 
our new strategy. As a first step, we will be assessing 
the competencies we need to increase and  deliver on 
our plans and introducing board committees to steward 
each strategic initiative.

The engagement of many community members was 
key to the development of our new Three-Year Strategy. 
Flamborough Connects sees a place for all members of 
our growing community to be a part of, and benefit from, 
the advancement of the strategic initiatives outlined 
under our pillars of Deliver Impact, Drive Collaboration, 
and Diversify Funding. We look forward to sharing 
updates on our progress with you, to collaborating with 
you around the positive community impact we plan to 
achieve, and to building a bright future together. 

C O N C L U S I O N

163 Dundas Street East Waterdown, Ontario
905-689-7880

Email: admin@flamboroughconnects.ca
www.flamboroughconnects.ca

mailto:admin%40flamboroughconnects.ca?subject=
http://www.flamboroughconnects.ca

